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QUESTION 1

A company has an Aruba solution that supports an employee WLAN. How can network administrators control in which
subnets users receive IP addresses? 

A. Set the VLANs associated with desired subnets in the WLAN settings. 

B. Configure firewall policies that permit the desired subnet, and add them to the initial role for the WLAN. 

C. In the WLAN settings, configure User role rules with the desired subnet addresses as match criteria. 

D. Assign switch ports connected to APs to VLANs associated with the desired subnets. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has an Aruba Mobility Master (MM)-based solution. Where can network administrators look to monitor the
health status of all controllers, APs, and clients? 

A. the top banner 

B. the MM Maintenance pages 

C. the Performance dashboard 

D. the Potential Issues dashboard 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which deployment option for Aruba Controllers is new to ArubaOS 8? 

A. deployment as virtual appliances 

B. deployment in standalone mode 

C. deployment in master-local mode 

D. deployment as branch office controller 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A company plans to deploy a Mobility Master (MM) solution with two MM nodes. The MM solution will manage 20
Mobility Controller (MC) appliances that will control a total of 800 APs. 



How should the network administrator install the AP licenses? 

A. 40 AP licenses on the MM 

B. 400 AP licenses on the MM 

C. 800 AP licenses on each MC 

D. 800 AP licenses on the MM and 40 AP licenses on each MC 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 

An Aruba solution uses AirMatch with the default AirMatch profile settings. A network administrator sees that a
scheduled optimization was completed, but a plan was not deployed. 

Based on the exhibit, why did this occur? 

A. The cost of the new plan exceeds the amount allowed by the feature license 

B. The new plan did not offer significantly improved quality 

C. The solution uses master-local mode 

D. ARM is disabled in the radio profile, so AP radios are considered frozen 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 



The exhibit shows output from a Mobility Master (MM) dashboard. What is a valid reason for the administrator to click
the akamai square under applications? 

A. to create filter rules in order to control wireless user access to this application 

B. to download a report about the usage of this application over time 

C. to see more details about this application, such as a list of aggregated sessions 

D. to see the break down for only roles, destinations, WLANs and devices that use this application 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A network administrator creates a user account on an Aruba Mobility Master (MM) with the guest-provisioning role.
Which task does this user have the rights to perform? 

A. set up portal pages 

B. create guest user accounts 

C. monitor guest clients 

D. create guest WLANs 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

How can network administrator provide high availability for APs deployed in an Aruba Mobility Master (MM)-based
architecture? 

A. Establish clusters of Mobility Controllers (MCs). 



B. Configure MM to provide backup AP tunnel termination in case of controller failure. 

C. Deploy all licenses locally yo APs, so that they can continue to function if they lose contact with their controller. 

D. Configure APs to convert to controller-less Instant AP mode during controller failure. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A company has an Aruba solution with a guest WLAN named exam_guest. A network administrator creates the guest
WLAN with the wizard and does not change any of the default roles. The authentication server does not send particular
role assignments for authorized users. The company wants to deny guest access to specific IP rnages after the guests
authenticate. 

For which role should the administrator create the rule to deny this traffic? 

A. exam_guest-guest-logon 

B. authorized 

C. guest-logon 

D. guest 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which Aruba controller supports a maximum of 512 APs? 

A. Aruba 7010 

B. Aruba 7030 

C. Aruba 7210 

D. Aruba 7240 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 



A network administrator sets up the Exam_Employees WLAN on an Aruba solution with a default role of guest, as
shown in the exhibit. To which users does the guest role apply? 

A. users who successfully authenticate and are assigned to the default role by the RADIUS server 

B. users who successfully authenticate and are not assigned a different role by the RADIUS server 

C. users who have connected to the SSID, but have not yet attempted authentication 

D. users who fail authentication 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A network manager wants to implement an Aruba wireless solution that accommodates 802.1X with EAPTLS. All
wireless users will utilize Active Directory (AD) accounts to authenticate. 

Which device will the authenticator forward the authentication requests to in this type of solution? 

A. APs 

B. RADIUS server 

C. Mobility Controller (MC) 

D. Mobility Master (MM) 

Correct Answer: C 
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